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Abstract: Recently a Mellin-space formula was conjectured for the form of correlation
functions of 1/2 BPS operators in planar N = 4 SYM in the strong ’t Hooft coupling limit.
In this work we report on the computation of two previously unknown four-point functions
of operators with weights 〈2345〉 and 〈3456〉, from the effective type-IIB supergravity action
using AdS/CFT. These correlators are novel: they are the first correlators with all different
weights and in particular 〈3456〉 is the first next-next-next-to-extremal correlator to ever
have been computed. We also present simplifications of the known algorithm, without
which these computations could not have been executed. These simplifications consist of
a direct formula for the exchange part and for the contact part of the correlation function,
as well as a simplification of the C tensor algorithm to compute a tensors. After bringing
our results in the appropriate form we successfully corroborate the recently conjectured
formula.
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1 Introduction
Understanding the AdS/CFT correspondence has been one of the major goals in theoretical
high-energy physics for almost twenty years [1]. One way of pursuing this is the computa-
tion of observables on either side of this correspondence. For the well-studied holographic
pair made up by N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory (SYM) and type IIB superstring theory
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on the AdS5 × S5 background these computations are most feasible in the planar regime
[2–4]. A further simplification of the string theory occurs when considering the ’t Hooft
limit yielding a classical supergravity theory dual to SYM at strong coupling.
Recently the problem of finding holographic four-point correlation functions in this
particular limit has gained renewed interest. In [5, 6] the Mellin space formalism was
used to analyze the structure of correlation functions of four 1/2 BPS local operators of
arbitrary weights. This culminated in a conjectured closed formula for these correlators in
Mellin space, thereby extending the existing formula for equal-weight operators proposed
in [7]. The conjecture follows from reformulating the computation of four-point functions
as a bootstrap problem, imposing certain properties such as superconformal symmetry on
the correlators. One property, namely linear asymptotic growth of the correlator at large
values of the Mandelstam variables, was proven shortly after in [8].
The existence of the simple Mellin-space formula is surprising when one considers
the only method known at present to explicitly compute these correlation functions: one
considers the tree-level Witten diagrams for the chosen operators, whose vertices follow
from the effective action of the Kaluza-Klein reduction of the type IIB supergravity on
S5 [9–11]. This computation becomes cumbersome quickly and yields very unwieldy in-
termediate results, although the final result can usually be expressed in a compact form,
in turn suggesting a simple formula such as the one conjectured in [5] might exist. How-
ever, because of the sheer difficulty of their computation it is equally possible that we have
simply not explored far enough to discover four-point functions whose final form takes a
less appealing form. Indeed, as of yet all the explicitly computed four-point functions are
in some form not completely generic: the first computed correlators were the equal-weight
ones for 1/2 BPS operators with (lowest) weight k = 2 [12, 13], k = 3 [14] and k = 4
[15], where the computation gets simplified due to the internal symmetry. After these
correlation functions the first four-point function featuring different-weight operators was
discussed in [16], which considers the correlator of two k = 2 and two k = 3 operators.
This was shortly afterwards generalized to the case in which the k = 3 operators become
arbitrary (but equal) weights [17]. The maximal amount of different operators studied
until present was three in [18], where next-next-to-extremal correlators were studied that
generalize those in [17]. Finally, the only other explicitly known result is the equal-weight
correlation function of weight k = 5, which was computed using a bootstrap approach in
[6]. These results, although restricted to 1/2 BPS operators, do in some cases allow for
the evaluation of correlation functions of other members of these 1/2 BPS multiplets. For
example, for operators belonging to the stress-energy multiplets it was shown in [19] that
all their four-point functions can be found from the equal-weight correlator for 1/2 BPS
operators of weight 2.
Using the explicit results as a stepping stone it has proven possible to probe the
non-planar spectrum of N = 4 SYM, by considering perturbations in 1/N around the
supergravity results [20–23]. The newly-occurring mixing problem of double-trace operators
can be solved using the results known from pure supergravity. Interestingly, the results
show the existence of a degeneracy of the supergravity spectrum that gets lifted once one
considers loop corrections. On the other hand these results provide an insight into the full
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spectrum of N = 4 SYM, which is still beyond our reach.
In fact, even the known supergravity correlators are degenerate in one form or another:
they are either particularly symmetric (equal-weights) or close to extremality and some-
times both. In fact, not a single non-trivial correlation function has ever been computed
between four operators with four different weights. Also, apart from the equal weight case
for which an explicit formula has long ago been conjectured [7], no four-point functions
which go beyond the next-next-to-extremal case have been considered. In this paper we do
precisely these two things by presenting the computation of the 〈2345〉 and 〈3456〉 correla-
tors, where each digit represents the weight of an operator, using the effective supergravity
action. These four-point functions consist of all-different operators and 〈3456〉 is also next-
next-next-to-extremal, therefore no longer enjoying simplifications due to being close to
extremality.
A particular – although not completely new– feature of these correlation functions is
the effect of the presence of extended operators: it has been known for a long time that in
general the supergravity scalar fields are not dual to the single-trace operators from the 1/2
BPS multiplets, but rather to a linear combination of single- and double-trace operators
known as extended operators [24]. Nevertheless, for most purposes this fact can be ignored
as in the supergravity limit it only affects the free part of the correlators containing at
least weight-4 operators. In fact, the only known correlators for which this effect was seen
are those from the family 〈22nn〉 for n > 3 discussed in [17].
Our computations serve multiple goals: first of all we present simplifications to the al-
gorithm that computes four-point correlation functions from the supergravity action that,
given sufficient computing power, should allow for the computation of further non-trivial
correlators. This algorithm – being a refined version of the procedure that has been used
to compute all the correlators [12–18] – is fully rigorous and does not include any boot-
strapping. In particular, the simplifications include an explicit formula for the exchange
part in terms of Witten diagrams and a drastic simplification of the computation of the
vertex building blocks. These might even serve as a start to prove the aforementioned
Mellin-space conjecture. Secondly, we use these simplifications to compute two explicit
correlators and use them to check the Mellin-space conjecture from [5, 6] further away
from symmetry and extremality. We indeed find agreement with the conjecture.
This paper is set up as follows: in section 2 we recall the general structure of four-
point functions of 1/2 BPS operators in N = 4 SYM, introducing much of the needed
machinery. In section 3 we discuss the known method how to compute these four-point
functions from the effective supergravity action and present simplifications, in particular to
the exchange terms. In section 4 we present our main result, the explicit form of the 〈2345〉
and 〈3456〉 correlators. Subsequently, in section 5, we discuss how we check the correctness
of the correlators and we show that our results are consistent with the Mellin conjecture
from [6] and can be further simplified using knowledge of their Mellin-space form. This
is followed by a detailed discussion in section 6 of extended operators and the free parts
of their correlation functions, including a proof for which cases this effect is relevant. In
section 7 we conclude and discuss future directions.
We gather many of the details of the computation in the appendix: in appendix A we
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discuss how to compute the vertices in the supergravity Lagrangian using C-algebra. In
particular we discuss how one can use the internal symmetries of some of the vertex building
blocks (known as a tensors) to drastically simplify their computation by introducing a
decomposition of the symmetric group. We furthermore present new relations between the
a’s and the other building blocks (t and p tensors) in the form of reduction formulae that
allow for a further simplification of the algorithm. Finally, in appendix B we gather many
of the intermediate results that are of general interest. These include the computation of
explicit SO(6) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, intermediate forms of the 〈2345〉 and 〈3456〉
as they follow from our studies and planar free correlators for all non-trivial correlators
containing at most weight 5 operators.
2 General structure of four-point function of CPOs
The central objects of study in this paper are the four-point correlation functions of 1/2
BPS operators in planar N = 4 SYM theory at large values of the ’t Hooft coupling
constant λ. We will start with a review of the structure of these correlation functions –
due to the presence of superconformal symmetry – here, see e.g. [25], as it will introduce
a lot of our notation.
The multiplets of 1/2 BPS operators are generated from their highest weight vectors called
conformal primary operators (CPO) which we will denote as O˜k with k indicating the
conformal dimension of the CPO. They can be decomposed as
O˜k = O˜i1...ikti1 · · · tik , (2.1)
with O˜i1...ik carrying the dependence on the scalar fields φi and t being a six-dimensional
null vector that keeps track of the SO(6) R-symmetry of the operator. Given four weights
(k1, k2, k3, k4) with ki > 2 the four-point correlation function of such operators is given by
〈k1k2k3k4〉 := 〈O˜k1 (x1, t1) · · · O˜k4 (x4, t4)〉, (2.2)
where the xi are spacetime coordinates and we indicated the dependence on the null vectors
t1, . . . , t4.1 The correlator splits into a free part and an interacting part:
〈k1k2k3k4〉 = 〈k1k2k3k4〉0 + 〈k1k2k3k4〉int, (2.3)
where the first part 〈k1k2k3k4〉0 is the Born approximation and can be computed by con-
sidering Wick contractions. After defining
dij =
tij
x2ij
, with tij = ti · tj , x2ij = (xi − xj)2 (2.4)
we can state the form of the free part as:
〈k1k2k3k4〉0 =
∑
a
ca
∏
i,j
d
aij
ij
 , (2.5)
1Note that the subscript does not refer to a vector component, but is there to distinguish four different
t vectors.
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where the sum runs over all partitions a where the ca are constants. The partitions
parametrize all the inequivalent ways one can pair the t vectors and can be represented
as symmetric 4× 4 matrices with non-negative integer entries with zeroes on the diagonal
that satisfy for each i
4∑
j=1
j 6=i
aij = ki. (2.6)
For a given set of weights these equations have a finite number of solutions. For later
convenience we define
Tl ≡
4∏
i,j=1
i<j
t
(al)ij
ij , (2.7)
where al is the lth solution to the equations (2.6) in the ordered list of solutions: we order
solutions {a12, a13, a14, a23, a24, a34} by a lexicographical ordering of these numbers with
the lowest one occurring first. In fact, the entire correlator can be written in the form
(2.5), where the constants ca then become functions of the conformal cross ratios
u = x
2
12x
2
34
x213x
2
24
, v = x
2
14x
2
23
x213x
2
24
. (2.8)
As it turns out, due to supersymmetry the correlator factorizes further: we can write the
interacting part as
〈k1k2k3k4〉int = R1,2,3,4
x213x
2
24
∑
b
∏
i,j
d
bij
ij
Fb(u, v), (2.9)
where
R1,2,3,4 = d212d234x212x234 + d213d224x213x224 + d214d223x214x223
+ d12d23d34d14
(
x213x
2
24 − x212x234 − x214x223
)
+ d12d13d24d34
(
x214x
2
23 − x212x234 − x213x224
)
+ d13d14d23d24
(
x212x
2
34 − x214x223 − x213x224
)
(2.10)
is the fully symmetric general prefactor [26]. This time the partitions b form a symmetric
4× 4-matrix with zeroes on the diagonal, but they satisfy the modified equations
4∑
j=1
j 6=i
bij = ki − 2. (2.11)
This reduces the number of partitions b significantly, implying that the correlator can be
written as a sum over only a few independent functions Fb of u and v, which are moreover
conformally invariant by construction and carry all the dependence on the ’t Hooft coupling.
We will use this decomposition of the correlator for two purposes: firstly to be able to
present our computed correlators in a compact form {Fb}. Secondly, this provides a check
whether these correlators are consistent with superconformal symmetry.
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C tensors. The N = 4 SYM four-point functions can be represented in many forms
depending on the context. In this paper we will use the language of C tensors to compute
some of the necessary intermediate objects2. The C tensors can be used to track the SO(6)
symmetry instead of the t vectors, by writing (2.1) as
O˜k = O˜i1...ikCi1,...,ik , (2.12)
with the tensor C being totally symmetric and traceless in its indices. The vector space
of C tensors with k indices forms a representation space for the traceless symmetric SO(6)
representation with Dynkin labels [0, k, 0]. Choosing a basis in this space amounts to choos-
ing a set of C tensors which we label with an upper index Ik that will appear throughout
this paper:
CIki1,...,ik , with Ik = 1, . . . ,dim([0, k, 0]). (2.13)
The possible contractions of four C tensors are characterized by the number of connections
between the different C tensors. Denoting the number of connections by aij they should
satisfy aij = aji, aii = 0 and the sum conditions for a’s (2.6), showing that the a partitions
indeed parametrize the possible tensor structures (2.7) for a given correlator (2.2).
3 N = 4 SYM four-point functions from type IIB supergravity
A method to compute the correlation functions from the previous section using the AdS/CFT
correspondence has been known for a long time [3, 4]: chiral primary operators of 4D N = 4
SYM theory are dual to the Kaluza-Klein modes of type IIB supergravity on AdS5×S5 after
compactification on S5, which are usually denoted as sIkk , where as before the index Ik runs
over the basis of the corresponding SO(6) representation with Dynkin labels [0, k, 0]. One
computes the on-shell string partition function exp(−SIIB) as a function of the boundary
values of the fields sIkk (~x) and subsequently interprets it as a generating functional for
correlation functions of CPOs whose sources are sIkk (~x). Thus, in practice the correlation
functions can be determined from the expression:
〈O˜I1k1(~x1)O˜I2k2(~x2)O˜I3k3(~x3)O˜I4k4(~x4)〉 =
δ4
δsI1k1(~x1)δs
I2
k2
(~x2)δsI3k3(~x3)δs
I4
k4
(~x4)
exp(−SIIB)
∣∣∣∣∣
sk→0
.
(3.1)
To compute an n-point function it is necessary to expand the action up to the n-th order in
perturbations of the fields around their background values. For the four-point case explicit
expressions were derived in [9–11, 27] and the relevant part of the action may be written
in the form:
S = N
2
8pi2
∫
[dz](L2 + L3 + L4). (3.2)
2It is because of the necessary appearance of C tensors that we do not follow the notation used in e.g.
[5, 6] that would allow us to write correlators as polynomials in ”R symmetry cross ratios” σ and τ : we feel
this would lead to an even bigger proclivity of notations.
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Here we use the Euclidean AdS metric [dz] = d
5z
z50
, which leads to a change of the overall
sign for the action. The langrangian splits into a quadratic part L2, a cubic part L3 and a
quartic part L4. The first two contribute to the so-called exchange part of the correlator,
because they give rise to exchange interactions captured in Witten diagrams such as in fig.
2, while L4 forms the contact part as they lead to contact interactions (see fig. 1). We
will discuss how one can compute these two parts for a concrete set of weights separately,
beginning with the latter.
3.1 Contact part
The quartic Lagrangian is given by:
L4 = L(4)4 + L(2)4 + L(0)4 ,
L(4)4 = (S(4)I1I2I3I4 +A
(4)
I1I2I3I4
) sI1∇µsI2∇2ν(sI3∇µsI4),
L(2)4 = (S(2)I1I2I3I4 +A
(2)
I1I2I3I4
) sI1∇µsI2sI3∇µsI4 , (3.3)
L(0)4 = (S(0)I1I2I3I4 +A
(0)
I1I2I3I4
) sI1sI2sI3sI4 .
The repeated indices I1, . . . , I4 here imply the summation over all possible [0, k, 0] repre-
sentations as well as summation over the basis of the representation space:
gIs
I ≡
∑
k>2
dim([0,k,0])∑
Ik=1
gIks
Ik
k . (3.4)
The various couplings S and A [11] depend on contractions of the previously discussed
C tensors, which are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the tensor product of SO(6) irreps.
Their explicit expressions depend on the chosen weights and their computation becomes
complicated quite quickly. In fact, this forms the main difficulty in the computation of
higher-weight correlators in this formalism. We have found ways to simplify this compu-
tation considerably, but their discussion is fairly technical. We therefore refer the reader
to the discussion in appendix A.
Further simplifications follow from a closer analysis of the four-derivative terms L(4)4 : it
was shown in [24] that these terms can be made to vanish in the extremal k1 = k2 +k3 +k4
and sub-extremal k1 = k2 + k3 + k4 − 2 cases. Moreover, in [8] the vanishing of the four-
derivative terms was proven for all four-point correlators of 1/2 BPS operators. To show
this, one has to perform integration by parts in the expression for L(4)4 , which produces
contributions to lower-derivative terms L(4→2)4 and L(4→0)4 . However, in the same manner as
in [8], using the reduction formulae (A.19) and (A.22), one can show that the contribution
L(4→0)4 vanishes identically. Thus, the full contact Lagrangian can be written as
L(4→2)4 + L(2)4 + L(0)4 , (3.5)
where
L(4→2)4 =
(
S
(4)
I1I2I3I4
(m21 +m22 +m23 +m24 − 4)− 4A(4)I1I2I3I4
)
sI1∇µsI2sI3∇µsI4 , (3.6)
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k1
k2
k3
k4
Figure 1: A contact Witten diagram.
where mi denotes the AdS mass of the corresponding scalar field.
Now one has to compute the contact part of the on-shell action. For this we solve the
equations of motion for scalar fields perturbatively: sIkk = s¯
Ik
k +s˜
Ik
k , where s¯
Ik
k is the solution
of the linearized equations of motion with fixed boundary conditions and corrections s˜Ikk
correspond to scalars with vanishing boundary conditions. The solution of the boundary
problem is given in [4]:
s¯Ikk (z) = Ck
∫
d4~xKk(z, ~x)sIkk (~x), (3.7)
where the bulk-to-boundary propagator reads as
Kk(z, ~x) =
(
z0
z20 + (~z − ~x)2
)k
. (3.8)
For now we will neglect the normalization factors Ck and take them into account when
computing the full correlator. According to [28], they are
C2 =
1
2pi2 and Ck =
Γ(k)
pi2Γ(k − 2) for k > 2. (3.9)
To proceed, we define the so-called D functions3, or contact Witten diagrams (see fig.
1), as integrals over AdS5 space, for details see e.g. [12, 17]:
Dk1k2k3k4 ≡ Dk1k2k3k4(~x1, ~x2, ~x3, ~x4)
=
∫
[dz]Kk1(z, ~x1)Kk2(z, ~x2)Kk3(z, ~x3)Kk4(z, ~x4). (3.10)
and use the identity
∇µKk1(z, ~x1) ∇µKk2(z, ~x2) =
k1k2
(
Kk1(z, ~x1)Kk2(z, ~x2)− 2|~x12|2Kk1+1(z, ~x1)Kk2+1(z, ~x2)
)
. (3.11)
To compute a correlator with specific weights one needs to compute the quartic couplings
3Note, that the set of indices {k1, k2, k3, k4} in the notation for the D-functions is always ordered in
such a way that it corresponds to an ordered set of variables {~x1, ~x2, ~x3, ~x4}
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corresponding to all the 24 permutations of the weights. Each of them is multiplied by the
correspondingly permuted set of D functions, as follows from carefully going through the
steps: to compute a correlator with fixed weights {k1, k2, k3, k4} one restricts the infinite
sum in (3.3) to representations which correspond to these weights. The sums over k’s are
not ordered, therefore there are 24 nonzero summands corresponding to the 24 permu-
tations of the indices {k1, k2, k3, k4}. In fact, even when some of the weights are equal,
potential overcounting is compensated by functional differentiation when computing the
correlator. Let us illustrate this procedure on the two-derivative term4 g1234 s1s2∇µs3∇µs4,
where g1234 schematically denotes the corresponding coupling:∫
[dz] g1234 s1s2∇µs3∇µs4 = (3.12)∫
[dz]
(
g1234 s
1
k1s
2
k2∇µs3k3∇µs4k4 + g1234 s1k3s2k2∇µs3k1∇µs4k4 + ...
)
=
∫
d4~y1d
4~y2d
4~y3d
4~y4
×
[
g1234 k3k4
(
Dk1k2k3k4 − 2|~y34|2Dk1k2k3+1k4+1
)
s1k1(~y1)s
2
k2(~y2)s
3
k3(~y3)s
4
k4(~y4)
+ g1234 k1k4
(
Dk3k2k1k4 − 2|~y14|2Dk3k2k1+1k4+1
)
s1k3(~y1)s
2
k2(~y2)s
3
k1(~y3)s
4
k4(~y4) + ...
]
.
Here the dots stand for the other 22 terms. Now, one differentiates over the boundary
values of the fields s1k1(~x1), ..., s
4
k4
(~x4) and gets
g1234 k3k4
(
Dk1k2k3k4 − 2|~x34|2Dk1k2k3+1k4+1
)
+ g3214 k1k4
(
Dk1k2k3k4 − 2|~x14|2Dk1+1k2k3k4+1
)
+ ... (3.13)
Thus, in practice one can avoid writing down the relevant part of the contact Lagrangian
altogether and write its contribution to the correlator directly, by simply finding the cou-
plings corresponding to the 24 permutations of the weights and multiplying them by a
correspondingly permuted set of D functions as in (3.13). This will give the contribution
to the four-point function from the contact terms up to a normalization factor, which will
be taken into account after computing the exchange part.
3.2 Exchange term
The standard method of computing the exchange part, see e.g. [13], is again to evaluate
quadratic and cubic terms on-shell and differentiate over the boundary values of the fields.
For this, one solves the equations of motion perturbatively and substitutes the solution
into the full exchange Lagrangian. Writing down the latter already becomes unpleasant for
higher-weight cases because of the growing number of descendants coupled to the scalars in
the cubic terms. However, as for the contact part, the direct procedure can be streamlined
and the contribution to the non-normalized four-point correlation function, coming from
4Here for simplicity we write the summation indices I1, ..., I4 as 1, ..., 4. The range of these summation
indices depend on the weight ki.
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Field sk Aµ,k Cµ,k φk tk ϕµν,k
Irrep [0, k, 0] [1, k − 2, 1] [1, k − 4, 1] [2, k − 4, 2] [0, k − 4, 0] [0, k − 2, 0]
m2 k(k − 4) k(k − 2) k(k + 2) k2 − 4 k(k + 4) k2 − 4
∆ k k + 1 k + 3 k + 2 k + 4 k + 2
Table 1: KK-modes contributing to the exchange Witten diagrams.
quadratic and cubic terms, can be written as the following sum of the s, t and u channels:
〈k1k2k3k4〉Exchange =
∑[ 36
ζ(sk)
SI1I2IkSI3I4IkSkk1k2k3k4 +
1
ζ(Aµ,k)
AI1I2IkAI3I4IkVkk1k2k3k4
+ 4
ζ(ϕµν,k)
GI1I2IkGI3I4IkTkk1k2k3k4 + . . .
]
+
∑[ 36
ζ(sk)
SI1I3IkSI2I4IkSkk1k3k2k4 +
1
ζ(Aµ,k)
AI1I3IkAI2I4IkVkk1k3k2k4
+ 4
ζ(ϕµν,k)
GI1I3IkGI2I4IkTkk1k3k2k4 + . . .
]
+
∑[ 36
ζ(sk)
SI1I4IkSI2I3IkSkk1k4k2k3 +
1
ζ(Aµ,k)
AI1I4IkAI2I3IkVkk1k4k2k3
+ 4
ζ(ϕµν,k)
GI1I4IkGI2I3IkTkk1k4k2k3 + . . .
]
. (3.14)
Here the exchange Witten diagrams S, V and T are multiplied by the corresponding
combination of quadratic and qubic couplings as follows from example (3.17). The dots
indicate that we have only included the contribution of the fields sk, Aµ,k and ϕµν,k which
are relevant for the computations central in this paper. The exchange contributions of the
other three fields (see table 1) can easily be written down by simply changing the couplings
and masses in the Witten diagrams. We sum over all possible Witten diagrams and the
summation convention is the following:
∑
≡
∑
k∈{Exch. fields}
dim([0,k,0])∑
Ik=1
.
Note also that the permutation of the weights {k1, k2, k3, k4} takes place together with the
permutation of the coordinates, e.g. Skk1k3k2k4 ≡ Skk1k3k2k4(~x1, ~x3, ~x2, ~x4). The exchange
fields which can show up in an exchange diagram are restricted by the SU(4) selection
rule, namely, these are the fields which appear in the intersection of non-vanishing cubic
vertices, see table 1. This is determined by the following tensor product decomposition of
representations:
[0, k1, 0]⊗ [0, k2, 0] =
min(k1,k2)∑
r=0
min(k1,k2)−r∑
s=0
[r, |k1 − k2|+ 2s, r]. (3.15)
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k1
k2
k3
k4
sk
Figure 2: The exchange Witten diagram where a scalar of weight k is exchanged in the s channel.
An exchange field must occur on the right-hand side of this decomposition for both the
ingoing as well as the outgoing fields.
The exchange Witten diagrams can be expressed as exchange integrals, which are
defined as follows:
Skk1k2k3k4(~x1, ~x2, ~x3, ~x4) =
∫
[dz][dw]Kk1(z, ~x1)Kk2(z, ~x2)Gk(z, w)Kk3(w, ~x3)Kk4(w, ~x4),
Vkk1k2k3k4(~x1, ~x2, ~x3, ~x4) =
=
∫
[dz][dw]Kk1(z, ~x1)
←→∇ µKk2(z, ~x2)Gkµν(z, w)Kk3(w, ~x3)
←→∇ νKk4(w, ~x4),
Tkk1k2k3k4(~x1, ~x2, ~x3, ~x4) =
∫
[dz][dw]Tµν(z, ~x1, ~x2)Gkµνµ′ν′(z, w)Tµ
′ν′(z, ~x3, ~x4), (3.16)
where Gk, Gkµν and Gkµνµ′ν′ are the scalar, vector and the tensor bulk-to-bulk propagators
correspondingly. A simple method to compute the exchange integrals was introduced in
[29] and further generalizations appeared in [14] and [16]. As it turns out, they can always
be represented as a finite sum of D functions.
The proof of (3.14) is very similar for all the six exchange fields in table 1 for all the
channels. Therefore we restrict ourselves and only show the derivation for a scalar field of
weight k in the s channel in detail here (see the Witten diagram in fig. 2), following [13]
closely. The quadratic and cubic terms can be found in [11] and are as follows5:
L(s)2 =
∑
k
ζ(sk)
(
−12∇µsk∇
µsk − 12m
2
ks
2
k
)
,
L(s)3 = SI1I2I3sI1sI2sI3 . (3.17)
The equations of motion for scalars are
ζ(sk)(∇2µ −m2k) sk = −
∂L(s)3
∂sk
. (3.18)
5In order not to obstruct the reading, we omit the representation index Ik and simply write sk ≡ sIkk .
However, in the expressions similar to that one of L3, the usual summation convention as for (3.4) is
assumed.
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As was mentioned in section 3.1, we are solving the equations of motion perturbatively:
sk = s¯k + s˜k, where
(∇2µ −m2k) s¯k = 0,
(∇2µ −m2k) s˜k = −
1
ζ(sk)
∂L(s)3
∂sk
∣∣∣∣∣
s→s¯
. (3.19)
Introducing the bulk-to-bulk propagator Gk as the solution of:
(∇2µ −m2k)Gk(z, w) = −δ(z, w), (3.20)
one gets
s˜k(z) =
1
ζ(sk)
∫
[dw]
(
∂L(s)3 (w)
∂sk
∣∣∣∣∣
s→s¯
)
Gk(z, w). (3.21)
Using the equations of motion one finds the contribution to the four-point function coming
from the quadratic term:
L2 = −12
(
∂L(s)3
∂sk
∣∣∣∣∣
s→s¯
)
s˜k. (3.22)
The cubic term, contributing to the four-point correlator, must be of the form s¯s¯s˜ and can
be computed as follows:
L3 =
(
∂L(s)3
∂sk
∣∣∣∣∣
s→s¯
)
s˜k. (3.23)
In this way one obtains the exchange part of the action:
SExchange(sk) =
1
2ζ(sk)
∫
[dz][dw]
(
∂L(s)3 (z)
∂sk
∣∣∣∣∣
s→s¯
)
Gk(z, w)
(
∂L(s)3 (w)
∂sk
∣∣∣∣∣
s→s¯
)
.
(3.24)
Writing down the cubic terms of interest, containing the exchange scalar sk, explicitly
L(s)3 = 6SI1I2IksI1k1sI2k2s
Ik
k + 6SI3I4Iks
I3
k3
sI4k4s
Ik
k , (3.25)
we find
SExchange(sk) =
∑
k
1
2ζ(sk)
∫
[dz][dw]
[
6SI1I2Ik s¯
I1
k1
s¯I2k2 + 6SI3I4Ik s¯
I3
k3
s¯I4k4
]
(z) ·Gk(z, w)
·
[
6SI1I2Ik s¯
I1
k1
s¯I2k2 + 6SI3I4Ik s¯
I3
k3
s¯I4k4
]
(w).
(3.26)
Finally, using the solution (3.7) of the boundary problem and taking variational derivatives,
we obtain the first term in (3.14).
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3.3 Normalization
The final step in computing the normalized four-point function is to multiply the sum of
the above-mentioned contact part (3.5) and exchange part (3.14) by the following overall
coefficient:
N2
8pi5
∏
k∈{k1,...,k4}
COkCk,
CO2 =
4
√
2pi2
N
, COk =
2
√
2pi2
N(k − 2)√(k − 1) , k > 2,
(3.27)
where Ck are given in (3.9) and the coefficients COk provide the canonical normalization for
the two-point functions [13], [28]. Note also that the minus sign coming from the Euclidean
version of the AdS action compensates the minus sign in (3.1).
4 Results
Using the simplified algorithm explained in the previous section we have computed the cor-
relators 〈2345〉 and 〈3456〉, being the first-ever computed examples of all-different weights
correlators and hence have no remaining symmetry in the outgoing legs. In addition, the
〈3456〉 is next-next-next-to-extremal, representing a really generic case. The only known
example of these correlators thus far is the 〈5555〉 four-point function computed through
the bootstrap approach in [6], but this correlator is maximally symmetric in its external
legs.
Following section 2 we can write the correlators as a sum of a free and an interacting
part, the latter of which can be expressed as in (2.9). We discuss the free parts further in
section 6 and list them in appendix B. The conformally-invariant D¯ functions appearing
below follow from the D functions defined in (3.10) by the formula
D¯k1,k2,k3,k4(u, v) =
2
pi2
∏4
i=1 Γ(ki)
Γ (Σ− 2)
x2Σ−2k413 x
2k2
24
x2Σ−2k1−2k414 x
2Σ−2k3−2k4
34
Dk1,k2,k3,k4 , with Σ = 12
4∑
i=1
ki.
(4.1)
The tensors Tl in (2.7) depend implicitly on the chosen external legs and for the cases
discussed here are explicitly given by
T1 = t214t223t24t234, T2 = t13t14t23t224t234, T3 = t213t324t234,
T4 = t12t14t23t24t334, T5 = t12t13t224t334, T6 = t212t24t434,
(4.2)
for 〈2345〉 and
T1 = t314t323t24t234, T2 =t13t214t223t224t234, T3 =t213t14t23t324t234,
T4 = t313t424t234, T5 =t12t214t223t24t334, T6 =t12t13t14t23t224t334,
T7 = t12t213t324t334, T8 =t212t14t23t24t434, T9 =t212t13t224t434, T10 = t312t24t534,
(4.3)
for 〈3456〉. In principle these are all the ingredients necessary to present the two correla-
tors, however, their raw form as it is computed from the supergravity Lagrangian is quite
complicated.
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〈2345〉
Following eqn. (2.9) the full interacting part of the 〈2345〉 correlator depends on only a
single F function as
〈2345〉int =
√
30
N2
x412
x813x
10
24
F(u, v)
u3v
(
uT1 + u(u− v − 1)T2 + uv T3 + (−u− v + 1)T4
+ v(−u+ v − 1)T5 + v T6
)
,
(4.4)
where F is given by
F = −D¯2,3,4,7. (4.5)
This stunningly simple result follows after massaging the raw expression coming from the
supergravity action considerably. In general one can simplify the raw result firstly by
focussing on the large fractions appearing and showing that together they vanish due to
identities for the D¯ functions (see e.g. [17]). We were able to further simplify the resulting
expression using knowledge of the simplified form of its Mellin transform: this transform
suggests an ansatz for the correlation functions containing a small set of D¯ functions, which
ultimately leads to (4.5). We quote the raw and intermediate results in appendix B.
〈3456〉
For 〈3456〉 a similar logic can be applied: the interacting correlator has the form
〈3456〉int =
√
10
N2
x412
x1013x
12
24
1
u4v2
(
u2F1 T1 + u2 ((u− v − 1)F1 + vF2) T2
+ u2v (F1 + (u− v − 1)F2) T3 + u2v2F2 T4 + u (vF3 − (u+ v − 1)F1) T5
− uv ((u− v + 1)F1 + (u+ v − 1)F2 + (−u+ v + 1)F3) T6
+ uv2 ((−u+ v − 1)F2 + F3) T7 + v (uF1 − (u+ v − 1)F3) T8
+ v2 ((−u+ v − 1)F3 + uF2) T9 + v2F3 T10
)
,
(4.6)
which can be written more compactly as
〈3456〉int =
√
10
N2
R1,2,3,4 t24t234
x212x
2
14x
2
23x
2
24x
6
34
(u t14t23F1 + uv t13t24F2 + v t12t34F3) . (4.7)
Thus, we only need to specify the three dynamical functions Fi. Their raw form as it
follows from a direct computation is again complicated and we refer the interested reader
to appendix B. After following a similar approach as in the previous case the F functions
take the form
F1 = −18v(6u+ 28v + 1)D¯2,5,6,7 −
5
4vD¯2,4,6,8 −
7
8vD¯2,4,7,7 −
5
8vD¯2,5,5,8 ,
F2 = −32uvD¯2,6,5,7 −
3
2vD¯2,5,5,8 − 3vD¯2,5,6,7 ,
F3 = −74uv
2D¯2,6,6,6 − 18v(10u+ 12v + 3)D¯2,5,6,7 −
5
8uvD¯2,6,5,7 −
15
8 v
2D¯2,5,7,6 .
(4.8)
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5 Analyzing the results
The direct results for the correlators 〈2345〉 and 〈3456〉 are quite complicated, warranting
the need for good checks of the result. Apart from checking the expressions for the coupling
building blocks known as a, p and t tensors using the identities in appendix A, the most
important check of the final result is verifying consistency with the structure explained in
section 2.
In order to do this we need to separately compute the free part of the correlator
〈k1k2k3k4〉0. In principle this computation is straightforward, but a subtlety concerning
the identification of field theory operators with supergravity fields requires a discussion.
We will address this subtlety – due to the presence of extended operators – in section 6.
Assuming we have computed 〈k1k2k3k4〉0 we can find the interacting part of the corre-
lator. For the interacting part we can check whether it obeys the structure given in (2.9).
This goes as follows: suppose the interacting part is provided as
|{a}|∑
l=1
αl Tl (5.1)
and we write the structure in (2.9) as
|{a}|∑
m=1
βm Tm, (5.2)
where the βm follow explicitly from (2.9) and depend linearly on the Fb. Since we know
that the number of independent functions describing the correlator is |{b}|, which is always
strictly smaller than |{a}|, equating the expressions (5.1) and (5.2) yields an overdetermined
system of equations for the unknowns Fb. The fact that our results satisfy this system
provides a highly non-trivial check of the correlators.
In fact, quite similarly to the coordinate space method from [6], this system allows
one to determine many of the numbers one has to compute during the computation. For
example, in all our examples this provided an independent check of the symmetry factors
in (3.14) and with a small modification we used it to verify the free part of our correlators.
We can further analyze our results by comparing it to the closed Mellin-space formula
that was conjectured for any four-point function of 1/2 BPS operators [5] (see eqn. 25 in
[5]). This conjecture is based on physical arguments and on consistency with all the known
results and subsequently tested on one new result (the 〈5555〉 correlator) [6]. The corre-
lators presented in section 4 therefore provide a new test of this conjecture, in particular
because of their genericness.
We have performed this test as follows: the conjecture for the correlator is given
explicitly for the Mellin transform of the function H in the decomposition
Gconn = G0,conn +RH, (5.3)
where Gconn is the conformal connected correlator obtained from the full correlator by
subtracting the disconnected graphs and rescaling the result by a rational function of the
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coordinates6. Furthermore, G0,conn is the rescaled connected free part and R is a fixed
function of conformal cross-ratios and inner products of SO(6) vectors similar to (2.10).
To check the conjecture we therefore first need to decompose our results in the form (5.3):
this can be done by solving a set of linear equations obtained from the decomposition into
different tensor components. The resulting expressions for H are expressed as a linear
combination of D¯ functions and can then be straightforwardly Mellin-transformed using
the Mellin-Barnes representation for D¯ functions:
D¯∆1,...,∆4(u, v) = 2
∫
ds
2
dt
2 u
s
2−
∆1+∆2
2 v
t
2−
∆2+∆3
2 Γ
(−s+∆1+∆2
2
)
Γ
(−s+∆3+∆4
2
)
×
Γ
(−t+∆1+∆4
2
)
Γ
(−t+∆2+∆3
2
)
Γ
(
s+t−∆2−∆4
2
)
Γ
(
s+t−∆1−∆3
2
)
,
(5.4)
where s and t are the Mandelstam variables that are the coordinates in Mellin space. The
resulting Mellin-space expressions are rational functions in these coordinates and further
simplification of them yields an exact match with the conjecture up to an expected nor-
malization constant f that was found in [23]. This therefore corroborates the conjecture.
Alternatively, one can also check the Mellin-space conjecture by directly Mellin trans-
forming the connected correlator Gconn. This can then subsequently be matched to a
different Mellin-space expression that one obtains from the conjecture by acting with a
difference operator that one can build from R (see eqn. 4.27 in [6]). We also performed
this check for both our cases and obtained a match between the expressions coming from
our results and those from the conjecture.
6 Computing the free part: extended operators
In principle the computation of the free part is a straightforward procedure. We can
compute it in the field theory picture using the (free) operators dual to the scalar fields
sIkk , simply performing the relevant Wick contractions to obtain the free correlator. For
small k < 4 the correspondence between fields and operators is simple, namely sIkk ∼ OIkk
where, remembering the decomposition (2.1), the field dependence is given by
Oi1...ik = κkTr
(
φi1 . . . φik
)
, (6.1)
where κk is the k-dependent normalization determined by demanding canonical two-point
functions which in the planar limit can be taken to be κk =
√
2k/(kNk). The operators
with this exact field-dependence are known as single-trace CPO’s and we distinguish them
by omitting the tilde. However, as first noticed in [30] and later further analyzed in [24]
this correspondence cannot hold when k > 4: the fact that extremal three-point functions
〈sI1k1sI2k2sI3k3〉 vanish when computed from the supergravity Lagrangian, whereas the quantity
〈OI1k1OI2k2OI3k3〉 (6.2)
6Note in addition that in [5] the weights are ordered p1 > p2 > p3 > p4, exactly opposite to our
conventions. So matching the conjecture includes reshuffling the weights as well.
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in the field theory in general is non-vanishing shows that this correspondence cannot con-
tinue to hold. The resolution presented in [24] is that the scalar fields are not dual to
single-trace CPO’s, but to so-called extended CPO’s7:
sI1k1 ∼ O˜I1k1 = OI1k1 −
1
2N
∑
k2,k3>2
k2+k3=k1
CI1I2I3OI2k2OI3k3 , (6.3)
where CI1I2I3 =
√
k1k2k3〈CI1CI2CI3〉, defined in appendix A. For convenience we also give
the decomposition (2.1) for the extended case: decomposing as in (2.1) we can write the
field-dependence as
O˜i1,...,ik1 = κk1Tr
(
φi1 . . . φik1
)
−
∑
k2,k3>2
k2+k3=k1
λk1,k2,k3
2N κk2κk3Tr
(
φi1 . . . φik2
)
Tr
(
φik2+1 . . . φik1
)
,
(6.4)
where λk1,k2,k3 = CI1I2I3 and where we omitted symmetrization over all the indices since
this is enforced by contraction with the t vectors. Even though the prescription for O˜I1k1 is
completely explicit it can be quite non-trivial to compute the coefficient directly, due to the
complexity of the required tensor contractions. Luckily we can circumvent this by noting
that the extended CPO’s are required to have vanishing extremal three point functions.
Since the number of terms in the summation is exactly equal to the number of extremal
three-point functions containing O˜Ik one can find the coefficients by demanding vanishing
of these three-point functions. For example, we can list the values of the λ for the first few
cases:
λ422 = 4, λ532 = 2
√
30, λ642 = 8
√
3, λ633 = 3
√
6, (6.5)
thereby completely defining the extended operators dual to s4, s5 and s6.
The free part of the supergravity correlators should generically be computed using Wick
contractions of the extended operators and then taking the large N limit. However, the
leading (planar) order in this computation follows from general considerations of the topol-
ogy of the diagram combined with some combinatorics. In particular, from these con-
siderations it follows that for connected diagrams the effect of the presence of extended
operators was undetectable except for the extremal cases, such that in practice one did not
have to consider this complication. Indeed, for the 〈4444〉 correlator, one of the few known
correlators for which the weights are high enough to potentially feel this effect, the free
part was computed in [15] without explicitly tracking it. Consistency with superconformal
symmetry was shown, thereby indicating that the fact that the operators are extended
should not play a role. However, the first signs that one should take this effect seriously
were presented in the paper [17], that discusses the family of correlators of the form 〈22nn〉
for n > 2: already there it was noted that there exists a discrepancy between the free
part of the correlator as computed from supergravity as opposed to the result from field
7One could alternatively leave the field operators unaltered and modify the supergravity Lagrangian
instead, by a field redefinition that adds boundary terms such that the three-point correlation functions
reflect the field theory result [24].
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Figure 3: An example of a singly-connected graph which has more index loops after splitting:
the number of external index loops Le (loops outside of the lines that connect the nodes) before
splitting is 2, whereas after splitting the total number is 2 + 1 = 3.
theory using non-extended operators when n > 3, but its origin remained unexplained. It
was argued in [6] that this discrepancy is resolved by computing the free part using ex-
tended operators. We confirm this with the explicit computation of the 〈22nn〉 correlator
for n = 4, 5, 6, for which we conclude that the presence of extended operators does play a
role.
Moreover, since the computation only concerns the planar diagrams it is possible to
prove when it is necessary to take into account that the operators are extended: in the
planar limit only the leading order in N of the free correlator described by a diagram is
relevant. From basic observations it is known that, when depicted using the double-line
notation, this leading order goes as N I with I the number of index loops [2]. Extendedness
of an operator adds to a diagram a contribution of a second diagram in which one of the
vertices has been split into two parts. As an example, splitting the third vertex looks like
Ak1,k2,k3,k4 → Ak1,k2,k3,k4 −
#
N
A
k1,k2,k
(1)
3 ,k
(2)
3 ,k4
, (6.6)
where k(1)3 + k
(2)
3 = k3. In terms of the index loops, splitting the vertex will generically
reduce the number of index loops by 1, which when combined with the extra 1/N in front of
the second diagram implies that its contribution is subleading and can be discarded. Only
in the special case in which one of the vertices is singly-connected to the rest of the diagram
and can be split off completely by one of the extensions – hence yielding a disconnected
diagram – can the effect be leading: in that case the number of index loops increases by 1
due to the splitting, which when compensated by the 1/N prefactor yields a contribution
to the leading term and hence to the planar free correlator. We have illustrated these ideas
in fig. 3.
In particular, it follows that the presence of extended operators plays a role for all the
correlators presented in the previous section. For the more empirically inclined reader we
provide an overview of the (extended and non-extended) free parts of all the non-trivial
four-point functions with weights up to and including 5 in appendix B.3.
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7 Discussion
In this paper we have discussed simplifications to the algorithm that computes four-point
functions of 1/2 BPS operators from the effective supergravity Lagrangian, in particular
presenting a closed formula for the exchange part (3.14) and further simplifying the contri-
butions of the quartic Lagrangian (see eqn. (3.5)). Combined with simplifications to the
computation of the couplings in the contact Lagrangian (see appendix A) these facilitate
the direct computation of many new correlators. We have presented the computation of
the all-different-weight four-point functions 〈2345〉 and 〈3456〉, whose simplest form can be
found in (4.5) and (4.8) respectively. By Mellin-transforming these results we have shown
that they match the recent conjecture [5, 6] for four-point functions.
The simplifications of the algorithm presented here could be used to efficiently compute
exactly many other correlators as well, as long as the weights are not too high: the only
unknowns one needs to compute are the a, p and t tensors corresponding to a given set of
weights. For example, the correlators 〈5667〉 and 〈4578〉 should be computable. Another
direction would be to further develop the coordinate space bootstrap program initiated in
[6] using these simplifications. Also, it is worth investigating how the harmonic-polynomial
formalism developed in [31, 32] can be used for further simplifications.
Alternatively, new correlators can be used to further develop the program that studies
the strong-coupling OPE of the N = 4 primary operators and help unravelling the mixing
problem [20–23].
Finally, a more speculative direction is that of proving the Mellin-space conjecture di-
rectly from the supergravity Lagrangian by computing the four-point function for arbitrary
weights. It is unclear how to do this, but the closed formula for the exchange part of the
correlator is a step forwards in this direction. A further refinement of the algorithm to this
aim, for example by finding and implementing additional reduction formulae (see appendix
A), is certainly possible.
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A C-algebra
A.1 Definitions
The A and S couplings in the Lagrangian from (3.2) are represented as sums of Clebsch-
Gordon coefficients for SO(6) irreps that come in three types: a, t and p tensors. These
expressions where computed in [11] and in principle describe all the couplings, but in
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practice their computation can be cumbersome. This is due to the fact that they contain
contractions of C tensors, which carry the tensor structure of the correlator as described
in section 2. Since each C tensor carries roughly as many indices as the weight of the
representation it belongs to this can get unwieldy quickly, explaining why until now almost
no correlators are known with weights larger than four.8
To be more precise, following the notation from [11], we want to compute products of the
objects
a123 =
∫
Y I1Y I2Y I3 , t123 =
∫
∇αY I1Y I2Y I3α , p123 =
∫
∇αY I1∇βY I2Y I3(αβ), (A.1)
where the Y functions are spherical harmonics on the five-sphere and the round brackets
indicate traceless symmetrization. More precisely, we need to find expressions for a125a345,
t125t345 and p125p345, where 1, 2, 3, 4 refer to the weights k1, k2, k3, k4 of the correlator and
5 is an intermediate leg with a weight k5. The integrals (A.1) can be expressed using
so-called C-tensors (see for more details [11]). For example, a123 is defined as
a123 =
∏3
i=1
kiz(ki)
αi!
pi
3
2 (σ + 2)! 2σ−1
〈
CI1[0,k1,0]C
I2
[0,k2,0]C
I3
[0,k3,0]
〉
, (A.2)
where αi = αi(k1, k2, k3) = σ − ki for i = 1, 2, 3 and σ = σ(k1, k2, k3) = (k1 + k2 + k3)/2
and where 〈
CI1[0,k1,0]C
I2
[0,k2,0]C
I3
[0,k3,0]
〉
= CI1i1...iα2j1...jα3C
I2
j1...jα3 l1...lα1
CI3l1...lα1 i1...iα2
(A.3)
encodes the tensor structure of the correlator. The number of non-zero tensors is restricted
by representation theory and therefore finite.
Although the formulae for a125a345, t125t345 and p125p345 are fully explicit it is not straight-
forward to compute them. The main obstruction in performing this computation therefore
in computing a correlation function from the Lagrangian sits in having to use completeness
relations for the C tensors: for all of the a, t and p tensors one has to evaluate objects of
the form ∑
I5
〈CI1k1CI2k2CI5k5〉〈CI3k3CI4k4CI5k5〉, (A.4)
where the sum is over the representation index of the k5 field. The completeness relations
allow us to evaluate this sum, such that only four C tensors remain that encode the tensor
structure of the correlator. For a tensors a closed formula for the completeness relation
exists (given below in (A.6)), but its evaluation can become impossible for expressions for
higher-weight operators due to computational limits. For t and p tensors no such formula
exists at present and the best we can do is determine the completeness relations for a fixed
set of weights from the properties of C tensors. Additionally, we can use so-called reduction
8The only exceptions are the family 〈22nn〉 for n > 1 in [17] and 〈5555〉 in [6], which both feature a
large degeneracy allowing for simplifications.
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relations to reduce the total number of unknown a, t and p tensors. They are discussed
in the next section A.3. These relations allow us to express the t and p tensors with the
heighest intermediate k5 weights in terms of a, t and p tensors we already know.
To summarize, the procedure to obtain the a, t and p tensors for a correlator with given
weights (k1, k2, k3, k4) is the following: we compute the necessary a tensors using the for-
mula (A.2) involving a completeness relation that we will get back to in more detail in the
next section. Then we use the reduction relations discussed in section A.3 to express the
highest weight t and p tensors using lower ones and some of the a tensors we computed.
We compute the remaining necessary t and p tensors by explicitly finding the completeness
relations for the given weights by imposing all the properties of C tensors on an ansatz.
This yields the complete set of needed a, t and p tensors.
A.2 Simplifying completeness relations for a tensors
To compute the a tensors we need expressions for the completeness relation of C tensors
that allow us to resolve the sum in (A.4). Here we will focus only on simplification of
the case for a tensors, since there is an explicit formula available. Ultimately we need to
reduce (A.4) to a sum of the independent tensor structures of the form CI1CI2CI3CI4 that
carry the tensor structure of the correlator only, meaning we should get rid of the sum
over the representation index I5. This can be done in principle as this sum constitutes a
completeness condition for the C tensors, meaning it is expressable as a linear combination
of products of Kronecker delta functions carrying the indices, i.e.∑
I
CIi1...inC
I
in+1...i2n =
∑
σ∈S2n
Aσδiσ(1)iσ(2)δiσ(3)iσ(4) . . . δiσ(2n−1)iσ(2n) , (A.5)
where Sn is the symmetric group of n objects and Aσ are coefficients that are to be de-
termined from the properties of the C tensors: after taking into account the internal
symmetries of the product of delta functions, being symmetric under exchange of indices
belonging to the same Kronecker delta and permutation of these delta functions, the num-
ber of coefficients is (2n)!/(2nn!). For the main case 〈3456〉 under consideration in this
paper the largest n one has to consider is n = 9, yielding over 34 million terms.
Although this is indeed the whopping number of coefficients that needs to be computed
and stored to express the completeness condition (A.5) we can consider a simplified version
of it to compute the sum in formula (A.4), since the other C tensors have additional sym
metries. Our starting point to derive this simplification is the fully explicit formula given
in B.5 of [14]:
CIi1,...,inC
I
j1,...,jn =
bn2 c∑
k=0
θk
∑
{l1...l2k}
δil1 il2 . . . δil2k−1 il2k δ˜
(n−2k)
i1...ˆil1 ...ˆil2k ...in,(j2k+1...jn
δj1j2 . . . δj2k−1j2k),
(A.6)
where the sum over {l1 . . . l2k} runs over all subsets of {1, . . . , n} containing 2k elements that
yield inequivalent products of delta functions, (. . .) stands for symmetrization of the indices
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and we use the definition δ˜(p)i1,...ip,j1,...jp = δ
(p)
(i1,...ip),(j1,...jp) and δ
(p)
i1,...ip,j1,...jp =
∏p
k=1 δik,jk . The
coefficients θk are known explicitly as
θ0 = 1, if k > 0 : θk =
(−1)k
2k(n+ 1) . . . (n+ 2− k) (A.7)
However, the rapidly growing number of summands makes this expression difficult to work
with for higher weights, also because it contains symmetrizations that lead to overcounting
in the intermediate stages. Since all the C tensors are traceless and completely symmetric
in their indices we can restrict the formula further. In order to provide a succinct derivation
we first discuss some theory related to a splitting of the symmetric group.
A.2.1 Decomposing the symmetric group
To simplify the completeness condition it will prove convenient to be able to decompose
elements of the symmetric group Sn: consider two natural numbers p, q such that p+q = n,
then Sp and Sq are subgroups of Sn but generically they will not be normal such that the
quotient Sn/Sp is not well-defined as a group. Nevertheless, it is possible to decompose
any element σ ∈ Sn as a product σ = ρσqσp, where σp only permutes the first p objects, σq
only permutes the last q objects and ρ is a product of transpositions that each swap one
object from the first p with one of the last q. The only complication is that, in the cases in
which Sp and/or Sq are not normal subgroups, the set of elements ρ, which we will denote
by
Sn // (Sp × Sq) or simply S(p,q)n (A.8)
is not a subgroup as it is not even closed under multiplication. It is also not uniquely
defined, as multiplication by an element from Sp or Sq gives a new set with the same
properties. This is ultimately not problematic as any set of representatives will do to
perform the sums we are interested in. We will present here one choice for this set.9
A.2.2 A characterization of Sn // (Sp × Sq)
First of all, the counting tells us that S(p,q)n should have n!p!q! elements which should all
be independent, i.e. should not be expressable as a product of other elements in the set.
Secondly, since Sp and Sq already take care of all the rotations in the first p and last q
objects we can consider only those permutations which are built up from transpositions
that lie outside both Sp and Sq. The remaining transpositions are necessarily of the form
(ij) with 1 6 i 6 p and n > j > p. Thirdly, if in a product of transpositions two of them
contain the same number i this can be taken away by a suitable transposition from either
Sp or Sq. From this we conclude that S(p,q)n contains all the permutations that can be built
from the transpositions (ij) with i 6 p and j > p such that all of them are disjoint. Their
number is easily computed:
9It seems unlikely that the group theory, decomposition and choice of representatives we present here
are all novel, but despite a considerable effort we have not managed to find other accounts. Since it helps
to simplify the contraction of symmetric tensors one could nevertheless fathom a number of applications
where it could help speed up computations. The authors would welcome seeing any application of these
principles, for example an implementation into Form.
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• The identity transposition: 1 element
• All single transpositions: there are pq of them
• All products of two disjoint transpositions: there are pq(p−1)(q−1)/(2! ·2!) of those
• In general the products of r disjoint transpositions are∏r−1
k=0(p− k)(q − k)
r! · r! (A.9)
in number.
This means that we have formed a set containing
min(p,q)∑
l=0
1
(l!)2
l−1∏
k=0
(p− k)(q − k) = (p+ q)!
p!q! (A.10)
elements. Since the three sets Sp, Sq and S(p,q)n are all disjoint and independent we see
that our characterization results in the correct number of elements σ = ρσqσp, namely n!,
implying that this description will work to decompose σ. Finally, we will use the notation
S
(p,q)
n (k) to denote the part of S(p,q)n containing those elements built up from exactly k
transpositions.
A.2.3 Example
As an example we present the set S(4,3)7 , which contains the 35 elements listed in the fol-
lowing table:
part of S(4,3)7 # elements
S
(4,3)
7 (0) 1 id
S
(4,3)
7 (1) 12 (1, 5), (1, 6), (1, 7), (2, 5), (2, 6), (2, 7), (3, 5), (3, 6), (3, 7), (4, 5), (4, 6),
(4, 7)
S
(4,3)
7 (2) 18 (1, 5)(2, 6), (1, 5)(2, 7), (1, 5)(3, 6), (1, 5)(3, 7), (1, 5)(4, 6), (1, 5)(4, 7),
(1, 6)(2, 7), (1, 6)(3, 7), (1, 6)(4, 7), (2, 5)(3, 6), (2, 5)(3, 7), (2, 5)(4, 6),
(2, 5)(4, 7), (2, 6)(3, 7), (2, 6)(4, 7), (3, 5)(4, 6), (3, 5)(4, 7), (3, 6)(4, 7)
S
(4,3)
7 (3) 4 (1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7), (1, 5)(2, 6)(4, 7), (1, 5)(3, 6)(4, 7), (2, 5)(3, 6)(4, 7)
A.2.4 Simplifying the completeness condition
We can now simplify the completeness condition using the fact that the indices I =
(i1, . . . in) and J = (j1, . . . jn) are contracted with the indices of traceless symmetric C
tensors in the expression (A.4): explicitly we can write (A.4) as∑
I5
∑
K1,K2
∑
I,J
CI1I2K1C
I2
K1I1C
I5
I1I2C
I3
J2K2C
I4
K2J1C
I5
J1J2 , (A.11)
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where I = I1∪I2 and J = J1∪J2 are multi-indices that are summed over with constituents
I1 = {i1, . . . , iα1(k1,k2,k5)}, J1 = {j1, . . . , jα1(k3,k4,k5)},
I2 = {iα2(k1,k2,k5)+1, . . . , in}, J2 = {jα2(k3,k4,k5)+1, . . . , jn},
(A.12)
and K1,K2 are other multi-indices containing α3(k1, k2, k5) and α3(k3, k4, k5) indices re-
spectively. In the following we will leave the sums implicit. We will now insert (A.6):
CI1I2K1C
I2
K1I1C
I3
J2K2C
I4
K2J1C
I5
I1I2C
I5
J1J2 = C
I1
I2K1C
I2
K1I1C
I3
J2K2C
I4
K2J1×
bn2 c∑
k=0
θk
∑
{l1...l2k}
δil1 il2 . . . δil2k−1 i2k δ˜
(n−2k)
il1 ...ˆil1 ...ˆil2k ...in,(j2k+1...jn
δj1j2 . . . δj2k−1j2k).
(A.13)
Let us first note that the first product of delta functions δil1 il2 . . . δil2k−1 i2k is being con-
tracted with two traceless tensors. This implies that whenever lr, ls belong to the same
index set I1 or I2 the contraction will make its contribution vanish. Interestingly, this
implies that we can restrict the sum over subsets {l1, . . . , λ2k} further using our newly
defined subsets S(p,q)n (k). Let τ = (n1n2) . . . (n2k−1n2k) be a product of k transpositions,
then we define
δτ := δn1,n2 . . . δn2k−1n2k . (A.14)
Let us further define Iτ = {in1 , in2 , . . . , in2k} and Icτ = I \ Iτ . To simplify the second and
third set of deltas we recognize that in the definition of δ˜p the symmetrization over the i
indices is unnecessary and the symmetrization over the j can be restricted: splitting the
action of Sn on the j indices as S2k,n−2kn we can write the total contraction as
CI1I2K1C
I2
K1I1C
I3
J2K2C
I4
K2J1
bn2 c∑
k=0
θk
∑
τ∈S(|I1|,|I2|)n (k)
δτ
1
n!×∑
σ1∈Sn−2k
ρ∈S(2k,n−2k)n
δ
(n−2k)
Icτ ,σ1◦ρ(j2k+1)...σ1◦ρ(jn)
∑
σ2∈S2k
δσ2◦ρ(j1)σ2◦ρ(j2) . . . δσ2◦ρ(j2k−1)σ2◦ρ(j2k),
(A.15)
Note that the element ρ effectively selects which j indices occur in the delta functions
together with the i’s. To simplify this expression further we need to identify which indices
are contracted: this unfortunately complicates the expression even more, but we will see
that the result is simple enough to work with. The idea is to split the elements σ1 and
σ2 further into products using the decomposition of S2k and Sn−2k: depending on ρ the
j indices are split into two parts containing the first 2k and last n − 2k elements, let us
denote them as J2k and Jn−2k. The set J2k describing the third set of delta functions
overlaps with indices from J1 and J2, each of which forms a completely symmetric set of
indices. Therefore symmetrizing indices belonging to J1 or J2 is unnecessary and we can
restrict the sum over permutations to those which permute J1 indices to J2 indices and
vice versa. A similar thing is true for the second set of delta functions. However, in this
case there are two equivalent ways of doing it, although computationally usually one of the
two ways is faster as it will result in less summands: as previously, the indices in Jn−2k
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overlap with J1 and J2, leading to a natural splitting of Sn−2k. However, the fact that in
these delta functions the j are always paired with an i allows us to exploit the overlap of
Icτ with I1 and I2 instead. Since this yields better results for the present case we use this
second splitting. This leads to the following rewriting of (A.15):
CI1I2K1C
I2
K1I1C
I3
J2K2C
I4
K2J1
bn2 c∑
k=0
θk
∑
τ∈S(|I1|,|I2|)n (k)
δτ
1
n! ×∑
ρ∈S(2k,n−2k)n
∑
σ
(1)
1 ∈S|I1∩Icτ |
σ
(2)
1 ∈S|I2∩Icτ |
ρ1∈S(|I1∩I
c
τ |,|I2∩Icτ |)
n−2k
δ
(n−2k)
Icτ , ρ1◦σ(1)1 ◦σ
(2)
1 ◦ρ(j2k+1)...ρ1◦σ
(1)
1 ◦σ
(2)
1 ◦ρ(jn)
× (A.16)
∑
σ
(1)
2 ∈S|J1|
σ
(2)
2 ∈S|J2|
ρ2∈S(|J1|,|J2|)2k
δ
ρ2◦σ(1)2 ◦σ
(2)
2 ◦ρ(j1),ρ2◦σ
(1)
2 ◦σ
(2)
2 ◦ρ(j2)
. . . δ
ρ2◦σ(1)2 ◦σ
(2)
2 ◦ρ(j2k−1),ρ2◦σ
(1)
2 ◦σ
(2)
2 ◦ρ(j2k)
.
Using the symmetry of the index sets I1, I2 and J1 and J2 we can now simplify this result,
as the summands in the sums over the four different types of σ permutations are all the
same. This means that the following reduction is possible:
CI1I2K1C
I2
K1I1C
I3
J2K2C
I4
K2J1
bn2 c∑
k=0
θk
∑
τ∈S(|I1|,|I2|)n (k)
δτ
1
n!×∑
ρ∈S(2k,n−2k)n
∑
ρ1∈S(|I1∩I
c
τ |,|I2∩Icτ |)
n−2k
|I1 ∩ Icτ |! |I2 ∩ Icτ |! δ(n−2k)Icτ , ρ1◦ρ(j2k+1)...ρ1◦ρ(jn)×
∑
ρ2∈S(|J1|,|J2|)2k
|J1|! |J2|! δρ2◦ρ(j1),ρ2◦ρ(j2) . . . δρ2◦ρ(j2k−1),ρ2◦ρ(j2k)
(A.17)
and after noting that the final sum is still overcounting due to symmetries of the delta
functions we note that finally we can rewrite our expression as
CI1I2K1C
I2
K1I1C
I3
J2K2C
I4
K2J1
bn2 c∑
k=0
θk
∑
τ∈S(|I1|,|I2|)n (k)
δτ
1
n!×∑
ρ∈S(2k,n−2k)n
∑
ρ1∈S(|I1∩I
c
τ |,|I2∩Icτ |)
n−2k
|I1 ∩ Icτ |! |I2 ∩ Icτ |! δ(n−2k)Icτ , ρ1◦ρ(j2k+1)...ρ1◦ρ(jn)×
∑
τ2∈S(|J1|,|J2|)2k (k)ρ
|J1|! |J2|! 2kk! δτ2 .
(A.18)
Here τ2 is an element of S(|J1|,|J2|)2k (k)ρ, with which we mean that τ2 is one of the elements
of S(|J1|,|J2|)2k (k) consisting of k transpositions as it acts on the first 2k indices of the index
set ρ (J ). This is our final result, which plays an important role in the computation of the
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〈3456〉 correlator: as stated before, the computation of this tensor contraction was unfea-
sible with the previously known tools, rendering the computation of the 〈3456〉 correlator
from the Lagrangian infeasible as well. Using our new formula we were able to obtain the
most complicated a tensor for 〈3456〉 with intermediate field with weight 9 in 10 minutes
on a standard computer.
A.3 Reduction formulae
A.3.1 Formulae
There is no explicit summation formulae as eqn. (A.6) known for the product of C tensors
corresponding to [1, k, 1] and [2, k, 2] SO(6) representations to simplify the computation of
t and p tensors. However, one can generate the completeness conditions for sums involving
lower weight representations. For the remaining sums one can obtain a system of linear
equations, using the reduction formula (A.19), (A.20) derived in [11]: writing fi ≡ f (ki) =
ki(ki + 4) they read10
t125t345 = −(f1 − f2)(f3 − f4)4f5 a125a345 −
1
4f5(a135a245 − a145a235),
f5 t125t345 = −(f1 − f2) (f3 − f4) (f5 − 3)4f5 a125a345
−14 (f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 − f5 − 3) f5 (a135a245 − a145a235) , (A.19)
p125p345 = −(f1 − f2) (f3 − f4)2 (f5 − 5) t125t345 −
1
20 (f1 + f2 − f5) (f3 + f4 − f5) a125a345
+18 (f1 + f3 − f5) (f2 + f4 − f5) a135a245
+18 (f1 + f4 − f5) (f2 + f3 − f5) a145a235 −
5
4 (f5 − 5) f5d125d345
f5 p125p345 = −g1324 − g1423 − 5 (f5 − 8)4 (f5 − 5) f5d125d345 −
1
2 (f1 − f2) (f3 − f4) t125t345
− 120 (f1 + f2 − f5) (f3 + f4 − f5) (f5 + 2) a125a345
+18 (f1 + f2 − 6) (f1 + f3 − f5) (f2 + f4 − f5) a135a245
+18 (f1 + f2 − 6) (f2 + f3 − f5) (f1 + f4 − f5) a145a235, (A.20)
where we denoted
g1234 =
1
4 (f1 + f2 − f5 − 3) (f3 + f4 − f5 − 3) t125t345
−
(
f21 − (f5 − f2) 2
) (
(f5 − f4) 2 − f23
)
16f5
a125a345,
d125 =
1
20
(
−5 (f1 − f2) 2 + 3f25 + 2 (f1 + f2) f5
)
a125. (A.21)
10Summation over the fifth leg is assumed.
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We would also like to attract the reader’s attention to the formula, derived in [8]:
(f5 − 2)2(t135t245 + t145t235) =
−a135a24524f5
(
− 2f45 + 2(3f1 + 3f2 + 3f3 + 3f4 − 28)f35 − 2(2f21 − (f2 − 5f3 − 8f4 + 28)f1
+2f22 + 2f24 + 2(f3 − 12)(f3 − 2)− (f3 + 28)f4 + f2(8f3 + 5f4 − 28))f25
+((f2 + 3f3 + 4f4 − 12)f21 + (f22 + 4(f3 + f4 − 20)f2 + 3(f3 − 4)2 + 4f24 + 4(f3 + 4)f4)f1
+(3f2 + f3 − 12)f24 + 4((f3 − 3)f22 + (f3(f3 + 4) + 12)f2 − 3(f3 − 4)f3) + (3(f2 − 4)2
+f23 + 4(f2 − 20)f3)f4)f5 + 96(f1 − f3)(f2 − f4)
)
−a145a23524f5
(
− 2f45 + 2(3f1 + 3f2 + 3f3 + 3f4 − 28)f35 − 2(2f21 − (f2 − 8f3 − 5f4 + 28)f1
+2f22 + 2f24 + 2(f3 − 12)(f3 − 2)− (f3 + 28)f4 + f2(5f3 + 8f4 − 28))f25
+((f2 + 4f3 + 3(f4 − 4))f21 + (f22 + 4(f3 + f4 − 20)f2 + 4f23 + 3(f4 − 4)2 + 4f3(f4 + 4))f1
+(4f2 + f3 − 12)f24 + 3(f2 − 4)(f3 − 4)(f2 + f3)
+(4f22 + 4(f3 + 4)f2 + (f3 − 80)f3 + 48)f4)f5 + 96(f2 − f3)(f1 − f4)
)
+a125a34524
(
− 4f35 + 4(3f3 + 3f4 − 28)f25 − 4(2f24 + 5f3f4 − 28f4 + 2(f3 − 14)f3 + 48)f5
+6(f3 − 4)(f4 − 4)(f3 + f4) + f2(5f23 + 8f4f3 − 64f3 + 5f24 + 12f25 − 64f4
−14(f3 + f4 − 8)f5 + 96) + f1(6f22 + 4(2(f3 + f4 − 6)− 5f5)f2 + 5f23 + 5f24 + 12f25
−64f3 + 8f3f4 − 64f4 − 14(f3 + f4 − 8)f5 + 96) + f22 (5f3 + 5f4 − 8(f5 + 3))
+f21 (6f2 + 5f3 + 5f4 − 8(f5 + 3))
)
. (A.22)
With its help, the sum of two quadratic tt’s can be completely reduced to different products
of a-tensors.
In the current paper we obtain new reduction formulae for similar combinations of
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quadratic pp’s. They are a direct consequence of the following identities:
(f5 − 2)2 p125p345 = P1234 +R1234,
R1234 = −(f1 − f2) (f3 − f4) (f5 − 7)
2
2 (f5 − 5) t125t345 −
(−5 (f1 − f2) 2 + 2 (f1 + f2) f5 + 3f25 )
320 (f5 − 5) f5
× (f5 − 10) 2(−5 (f3 − f4) 2 + 3f25 + 2 (f3 + f4) f5) a125a345,
P1234 = 2 (Y1234 + Y1243)− 120 (f1 + f2 − f5) (f3 + f4 − f5) f
2
5 a125a345
− (f2 + f3 − f5) (f1 + f4 − f5)16f5
(
(f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 − 16) f25 (A.23)
− (f21 + 2 (f2 − 8) f1 + (f2 − 16) f2 + (f3 + f4 − 16) (f3 + f4))f5
− 128f5 + (f2 − f3) (f1 − f4) (f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 − 16)
)
a145a235
− (f1 + f3 − f5) (f2 + f4 − f5)16f5
(
(f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 − 16) f25
−
(
f21 + 2 (f2 − 8) f1 + (f2 − 16) f2 + (f3 + f4 − 16) (f3 + f4)
)
f5
− 128f5 + (f1 − f3) (f2 − f4) (f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 − 16)
)
a135a245
− 14 (f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 − 16) (f1 + f3 − f5 − 3) (f2 + f4 − f5 − 3) t135t245
− 14 (f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 − 16) (f2 + f3 − f5 − 3) (f1 + f4 − f5 − 3) t145t235,
where Y1234 is defined by (A.42) and has the following symmetry properties:
Y1234 = Y1324 = Y2143 = Y3412. (A.24)
We were not able to reduce Y1234, but rather Y12[34] ≡
1
2 (Y1234 − Y1243):
Y12[34] =
1
8 (f1 + f2 − f5 − 5) (f3 + f4 − f5 − 3) (f5 + 3) t125t345
−18 (f1 + f3 − f5 − 3) (f2 + f4 − f5 − 3) t135t245
+18 (f2 + f3 − f5 − 3) (f1 + f4 − f5 − 3) t145t235
1
32f5
(
f21 − (f3 − f5) 2
) (
(f4 − f5) 2 − f22
)
a135a245
− 132f5
(
f22 − (f3 − f5) 2
) (
(f4 − f5) 2 − f21
)
a145a235. (A.25)
Thus, using (A.23)-(A.25), one is able, similar to (A.22), to find an expression only for the
difference of two quadratic pp’s. In fact, it has the following structure (schematically):
f25 (p135p245 − p145p235) =
1
2f
3
5 t125t345 + {...}, (A.26)
where {...} contains only quadratic tt’s and different aa’s.
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From (A.26) it directly follows another useful reduction formula:
f35 (t1234 − t1324 + t1423) = Σ1234 − Σ1324 + Σ1423,
Σ1234 = (f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 − 13)f25 t125t345
+
(
(10f3 + 10f4 − f1(f3 + f4 − 8)− f2(f3 + f4 − 8)− 51)f5
+ (−5f1 − 5f2 + 21)(f3 + f4 − 3)
)
t125t345 (A.27)
+ (f3 − f4)
(
(f2 − f5) 2 − f21
)
(f3 + f4 − f5)
2f5
a125a345.
A.3.2 Proof
Let us show how the new formula (A.23) can be obtained11. We closely follow [11] and [8].
To do the calculation we need to use
c125 =
∫
∇α∇βY I1∇α∇βY I2Y I5 = 14 (f1 + f2 − f5 − 8) (f1 + f2 − f5) a125,
µ125 =
f2 − f1
f5 − 5 t125, ν125 =
5
4f5(f5 − 5)d125,
d125 =
1
20
(
−5 (f1 − f2) 2 + 3f25 + 2 (f1 + f2) f5
)
a125.
(A.28)
which are used in the relation
∇(αY 1∇β)Y 2 = p125Y 5(αβ) + µ125∇(αY 5β) + ν125∇(α∇β)Y 5 ., (A.29)
where from now on the round bracket denote traceless symmetrization. Then we need the
formulae
∇2Y 5 = −f5Y 5 , ∇2∇αY 5 = (4− f5)∇αY 5 ,
∇2∇α∇βY 5 = (10− f5)∇α∇βY 5 + 2gαβf5Y 5 ,
∇2∇(α∇β)Y 5 = (10− f5)∇(α∇β)Y 5 ,
∇2Y 5α = (1− f5)Y 5α , ∇2∇αY 5β = (5− f5)∇αY 5β + 2∇βY 5α ,
∇2∇(αY 5β) = (7− f5)∇(αY 5β) , ∇2Y 5(αβ) = (2− f5)Y 5(αβ) .
(A.30)
These formulae and (A.29) give
(2− f5)p125Y 5(αβ) = ∇2
(∇(αY 1∇β)Y 2)− (7− f5)µ125∇(αY 5β) − (10− f5)ν125∇(α∇β)Y 5 ,
(A.31)
and
(2− f5)2p125p345 =
∫
∇2(∇(αY 1∇β)Y 2)∇2(∇(αY 3∇β)Y 4)
− (7− f5)2µ125
∫
∇(αY 5β)∇(αY 3∇β)Y 4 − (7− f5)2µ345
∫
∇(αY 5β)∇(αY 1∇β)Y 2
− (10− f5)2ν125
∫
∇(α∇β)Y 5∇(αY 3∇β)Y 4 − (10− f5)2ν345
∫
∇(α∇β)Y 5∇(αY 1∇β)Y 2
− 12(5− f5)(7− f5)
2µ125µ345 − 45f5(5− f5)(10− f5)
2ν125ν345 ,
(A.32)
11We thank Sergey Frolov for sharing this calculation with us.
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where we took into account that∫
∇(αY 5β)∇(αY 5β) = −
1
2(5− f5) ,∫
∇(α∇β)Y 5∇(α∇β)Y 5 = −
4
5f5(5− f5) ,∫
∇(αY 5β)∇(α∇β)Y 5 = 0 .
(A.33)
Using integration by parts and the definitions (A.1) and
b123 =
∫
∇αY I1∇αY I2Y I3 = 12 (f1 + f2 − f3) a123 (A.34)
we can reduce the second and the third line to t and a contributions:
(2− f5)2p125p345 =
∫
∇2(∇(αY 1∇β)Y 2)∇2(∇(αY 3∇β)Y 4)+R1234,
R1234 = −12(10− f5)
2ν125(f3b453 + f4b354 − f5b345)
− 12(10− f5)
2ν345(f1b251 + f2b152 − f5b125)
+ 12(5− f5)(7− f5)
2µ125µ345 − 45f5(5− f5)(10− f5)
2ν125ν345
− f55 (10− f5)
2(b125ν345 + ν125b345) .
(A.35)
So, the main problem is to evaluate
P1234 ≡
∫
∇2(∇(αY 1∇β)Y 2)∇2(∇(αY 3∇β)Y 4). (A.36)
We have
P1234 =
1
2
∫
∇2(∇αY 1∇βY 2)∇2(∇αY 3∇βY 4 +∇αY 4∇βY 3 − 25gαβ∇γY 3∇γY 4)
= 12
∫
∇2(∇αY 1∇βY 2)∇2(∇αY 3∇βY 4 +∇αY 4∇βY 3)
− 15
∫
∇2(∇αY 1∇αY 2)∇2(∇γY 3∇γY 4)
= 12
∫
∇2(∇αY 1∇βY 2)∇2(∇αY 3∇βY 4 +∇αY 4∇βY 3)− 15f25 b125b345 ,
P1234 =
1
2
∫ (
(8− f1 − f2)∇αY 1∇βY 2 + 2∇γ∇αY 1∇γ∇βY 2
)
×
(
(8− f3 − f4)∇αY 3∇βY 4 + 2∇ρ∇αY 3∇ρ∇βY 4
+ (8− f3 − f4)∇αY 4∇βY 3 + 2∇ρ∇αY 4∇ρ∇βY 3
)
− 15f
2
5 b125b345,
P1234 = P (8)1234 + P
(6)
1234 + P
(4)
1234 −
1
5f
2
5 b125b345 ,
(A.37)
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where we denote
P
(4)
1234 ≡
1
2
∫
(8− f1 − f2)(8− f3 − f4)∇αY 1∇βY 2
(∇αY 3∇βY 4 +∇αY 4∇βY 3) ,
P
(6)
1234 ≡
∫ (
(8− f1 − f2)
(∇αY 1∇βY 2∇ρ∇αY 3∇ρ∇βY 4 +∇αY 1∇βY 2∇ρ∇αY 4∇ρ∇βY 3)
+ (8− f3 − f4)
(∇αY 3∇βY 4∇γ∇αY 1∇γ∇βY 2 +∇αY 4∇βY 3∇γ∇αY 1∇γ∇βY 2)) ,
P
(8)
1234 ≡ 2
∫
∇γ∇αY 1∇γ∇βY 2
(∇ρ∇αY 3∇ρ∇βY 4 +∇ρ∇αY 4∇ρ∇βY 3) .
(A.38)
We immediately find
P
(4)
1234 =
1
2(8− f1 − f3)(8− f2 − f4)(b135b245 + b145b235) . (A.39)
To reduce the six-derivative terms we use
∇β∇αY 1∇βY 2 = t(2)125 Y 5α + b(2)152∇αY 5 ,
t
(2)
125 =
1
2(f1 + f2 − f5 − 3)t125 ,
b
(2)
152 =
(f1 + f2 − f5)(f1 − f2 + f5)
4f5
a125 .
(A.40)
Then we get
P
(6)
1234 = (8− f1 − f2)
(
t
(2)
135t
(2)
245 + f5b
(2)
351b
(2)
452 + t
(2)
145t
(2)
235 + f5b
(2)
451b
(2)
352
)
+ (8− f3 − f4)
(
t
(2)
135t
(2)
245 + f5b
(2)
153b
(2)
254 + t
(2)
145t
(2)
235 + f5b
(2)
154b
(2)
253
)
.
(A.41)
Introducing
Y1234 =
∫
∇γ∇αY 1∇γ∇βY 2∇ρ∇αY 3∇ρ∇βY 4 , (A.42)
we find the last term
P
(8)
1234 = 2(Y1234 + Y1243) . (A.43)
It remains to compute Y12[34] ≡
1
2 (Y1234 − Y1243). Integration by parts gives:
Y12[34] = Y[12]34 =∇α∇βY [1∇γ∇βY 2]∇α∇δY 3∇γ∇δY 4
=−∇γ∇β∇αY [1∇γ∇βY 2]∇α∇δY 3∇δY 4
−∇α∇βY [1∇2∇βY 2]∇α∇δY 3∇δY 4
−∇α∇βY [1∇γ∇βY 2]∇γ∇α∇δY 3∇δY 4 .
(A.44)
With the help of the following identity:
[∇α , ∇β] ξγ = gαγξβ − gβγξα , (A.45)
one finds the last line in (A.44):
∇α∇βY [1∇γ∇βY 2]∇γ∇α∇δY 3∇δY 4 = 12∇α∇βY
[1∇γ∇βY 2][∇γ ,∇α]∇δY 3∇δY 4
= ∇α∇βY [1∇γ∇βY 2]∇αY [3∇γY 4] .
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Finally, using
∇γ∇β∇αY 1∇γ∇βY 2 = t(4)125 Y 5α + b(4)152∇αY 5 ,
t
(4)
125 =
1
4(f1 + f2 − f5 − 3)(f1 + f2 − f5 − 13)t125 + f1t125 ,
b
(4)
152 =
(f1 + f2 − f5)(f1 + f2 − f5 − 10)
4f5
b152 − f1
f5
b251 .
(A.46)
we find
Y12[34] = −
1
2(t
(4)
125 − t(4)215)t(2)345 −
1
2f5(b
(4)
152 − b(4)251)b(2)354
− 12
(
(4− f2)t(2)125 − (4− f1)t(2)215
)
t
(2)
345 −
1
2f5
(
(4− f2)b(2)152 − (4− f1)b(2)251
)
b
(2)
354
− 12(t
(2)
135t
(2)
245 − t(2)145t(2)235)−
1
2f5(b
(2)
153b
(2)
254 − b(2)154b(2)253) .
(A.47)
We would also like to note, that the method, similar to one in [8], gives exactly the
same relations between cubic tt’s, as those derived from the relations for quadratic pp’s.
B Intermediate results
B.1 〈CCC〉〈CCC〉-products
We give explicit results for the products of C tensors.
〈2345〉 weights
〈C12C23C5[0,1,0]〉〈C34C45C5[0,1,0]〉 = T6 ;
〈C12C23C5[0,3,0]〉〈C34C45C5[0,3,0]〉 =
2T4
3 +
T5
3 −
T6
6 ;
〈C12C23C5[0,5,0]〉〈C34C45C5[0,5,0]〉 =
3T1
10 +
3T2
5 +
T3
10 −
T4
5 −
T5
10 +
T6
50 ;
(B.1)
〈C12C34C5[0,2,0]〉〈C23C45C5[0,2,0]〉 = T3 ;
〈C12C34C5[0,4,0]〉〈C23C45C5[0,4,0]〉 =
3T2
4 −
3T3
20 +
T5
4 ;
〈C12C34C5[0,6,0]〉〈C23C45C5[0,6,0]〉 =
2T1
5 −
8T2
35 +
2T3
105 +
8T4
15 −
8T5
105 +
T6
15 ;
(B.2)
〈C12C45C5[0,3,0]〉〈C23C34C5[0,3,0]〉 = T1 ;
〈C12C45C5[0,5,0]〉〈C23C34C5[0,5,0]〉 = −
T1
5 +
3T2
5 +
2T4
5 ;
〈C12C45C5[0,7,0]〉〈C23C34C5[0,7,0]〉 =
3T1
98 −
3T2
14 +
2T3
7 −
T4
7 +
4T5
7 +
T6
7 ;
(B.3)
〈C12C23C5[1,1,1]〉〈C34C45C5[1,1,1]〉 = −
3T4
2 +
3T5
2 −
3T6
10 ;
〈C12C23C5[1,3,1]〉〈C34C45C5[1,3,1]〉 = −
5T1
6 +
5T2
12 +
5T3
12 +
5T4
21 −
25T5
84 +
T6
42 ;
(B.4)
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〈C12C34C5[1,2,1]〉〈C23C45C5[1,2,1]〉 = −
4T2
3 −
4T3
9 +
4T5
3 ;
〈C12C34C5[1,4,1]〉〈C23C45C5[1,4,1]〉 = −
9T1
10 +
9T2
80 +
3T3
80 +
3T4
5 −
21T5
80 +
3T6
10 ;
(B.5)
〈C12C45C5[1,3,1]〉〈C23C34C5[1,3,1]〉 = −
5T1
28 −
5T2
4 +
5T4
4 ;
〈C12C45C5[1,5,1]〉〈C23C34C5[1,5,1]〉 =
T1
45 +
7T2
30 −
7T3
10 −
14T4
45 +
7T5
30 +
7T6
15 ;
(B.6)
〈C12C23C5[2,1,2]〉〈C34C45C5[2,1,2]〉 =
8T1
9 −
16T2
9 +
8T3
9 −
16T4
63 −
40T5
63 +
8T6
63 ;
(B.7)
〈C12C34C5[2,2,2]〉〈C23C45C5[2,2,2]〉 =
3T1
5 −
3T2
40 +
33T3
280 −
6T4
5 −
21T5
40 +
3T6
5 ;
(B.8)
〈C12C45C5[2,3,2]〉〈C23C34C5[2,3,2]〉 =
8T1
75 −
16T2
75 +
16T3
25 −
32T4
75 −
32T5
25 +
16T6
25 .
(B.9)
〈3456〉 weights
〈C13C24C5[0,1,0]〉〈C35C46C5[0,1,0]〉 = T10 ;
〈C13C24C5[0,3,0]〉〈C35C46C5[0,3,0]〉 =
2T8
3 +
T9
3 −
T10
6 ;
〈C13C24C5[0,5,0]〉〈C35C46C5[0,5,0]〉 =
3T5
10 +
3T6
5 +
T7
10 −
T8
5 −
T9
10 +
T10
50 ;
〈C13C24C5[0,7,0]〉〈C35C46C5[0,7,0]〉 =
4T1
35 +
18T2
35 +
12T3
35 +
T4
35 −
9T5
70 −
9T6
35 −
3T7
70
+ 9T8245 +
9T9
490 −
T10
490 ;
(B.10)
〈C13C35C5[0,2,0]〉〈C24C46C5[0,2,0]〉 = T4 ;
〈C13C35C5[0,4,0]〉〈C24C46C5[0,4,0]〉 =
3T3
4 −
3T4
20 +
T7
4 ;
〈C13C35C5[0,6,0]〉〈C24C46C5[0,6,0]〉 =
2T2
5 −
8T3
35 +
2T4
105 +
8T6
15 −
8T7
105 +
T9
15 ;
〈C13C35C5[0,8,0]〉〈C24C46C5[0,8,0]〉 =
5T1
28 −
5T2
28 +
5T3
112 −
5T4
2352 +
15T5
28 −
5T6
21 +
5T7
336
+ 15T856 −
5T9
168 +
T10
56 ;
(B.11)
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〈C13C46C5[0,3,0]〉〈C24C35C5[0,3,0]〉 = T1 ;
〈C13C46C5[0,5,0]〉〈C24C35C5[0,5,0]〉 = −
T1
5 +
3T2
5 +
2T5
5 ;
〈C13C46C5[0,7,0]〉〈C24C35C5[0,7,0]〉 =
3T1
98 −
3T2
14 +
2T3
7 −
T5
7 +
4T6
7 +
T8
7 ;
〈C13C46C5[0,9,0]〉〈C24C35C5[0,9,0]〉 = −
T1
252 +
T2
21 −
T3
7 +
5T4
42 +
2T5
63 −
2T6
7 +
10T7
21
− T814 +
5T9
14 +
T10
21 ;
(B.12)
〈C13C24C5[1,1,1]〉〈C35C46C5[1,1,1]〉 = −
3T8
2 +
3T9
2 −
3T10
10 ;
〈C13C24C5[1,3,1]〉〈C35C46C5[1,3,1]〉 = −
5T5
6 +
5T6
12 +
5T7
12 +
5T8
21 −
25T9
84 +
T10
42 ;
〈C13C24C5[1,5,1]〉〈C35C46C5[1,5,1]〉 = −
7T1
20 −
7T2
20 +
7T3
12 +
7T4
60 +
49T5
180 −
7T6
45 −
77T7
540
− 17T8540 +
23T9
540 −
T10
540 ;
(B.13)
〈C13C35C5[1,2,1]〉〈C24C46C5[1,2,1]〉 = −
4T3
3 −
4T4
9 +
4T7
3 ;
〈C13C35C5[1,4,1]〉〈C24C46C5[1,4,1]〉 = −
9T2
10 +
9T3
80 +
3T4
80 +
3T6
5 −
21T7
80 +
3T9
10 ;
〈C13C35C5[1,6,1]〉〈C24C46C5[1,6,1]〉 = −
16T1
35 +
48T2
175 −
12T3
1225 −
4T4
1225 −
16T5
105 −
128T6
525 +
148T7
3675
+ 8T815 −
8T9
75 +
8T10
105 ;
(B.14)
〈C13C46C5[1,3,1]〉〈C24C35C5[1,3,1]〉 = −
5T1
28 −
5T2
4 +
5T5
4 ;
〈C13C46C5[1,5,1]〉〈C24C35C5[1,5,1]〉 =
T1
45 +
7T2
30 −
7T3
10 −
14T5
45 +
7T6
30 +
7T8
15 ;
〈C13C46C5[1,7,1]〉〈C24C35C5[1,7,1]〉 = −
3T1
1232 −
45T2
1232 +
81T3
308 −
9T4
28 +
69T5
1232 −
9T6
77 −
9T7
28
− 117T8616 +
27T9
56 +
9T10
56 ;
(B.15)
〈C13C24C5[2,1,2]〉〈C35C46C5[2,1,2]〉 =
8T5
9 −
16T6
9 +
8T7
9 −
16T8
63 −
40T9
63 +
8T10
63 ;
〈C13C24C5[2,3,2]〉〈C35C46C5[2,3,2]〉 =
16T1
25 −
24T2
25 +
8T4
25 −
112T5
225 −
16T6
225 −
88T7
225
+ 32T8225 +
32T9
225 −
4T10
225 ;
(B.16)
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〈C13C35C5[2,2,2]〉〈C24C46C5[2,2,2]〉 =
3T2
5 −
3T3
40 +
33T4
280 −
6T6
5 −
21T7
40 +
3T9
5 ;
〈C13C35C5[2,4,2]〉〈C24C46C5[2,4,2]〉 =
64T1
105 −
64T2
175 +
64T3
525 −
64T4
3675 −
64T5
63 −
256T6
1575 +
64T7
525
+ 64T8315 −
64T9
225 +
64T10
315 ;
(B.17)
〈C13C46C5[2,3,2]〉〈C24C35C5[2,3,2]〉 =
8T1
75 −
16T2
75 +
16T3
25 −
32T5
75 −
32T6
25 +
16T8
25 ;
〈C13C46C5[2,5,2]〉〈C24C35C5[2,5,2]〉 = −
12T1
539 +
72T2
539 −
216T3
539 +
24T4
49 +
80T5
539 −
16T6
539 −
32T7
49
− 208T8539 −
8T9
49 +
16T10
49 .
(B.18)
B.2 Forms of the interacting part of the correlators
In this section we present the forms of the interacting part of the correlators we have
omitted in the main text, namely the raw result as it follows directly from our supergravity
computation and its simplification after getting rid of big fractions.
〈2345〉 Following the decomposition (4.4) the F is given by
F(u, v) =
(
5
21(u+ 1)v − 650184197v
2
49545216
)
D¯2,4,5,5 + 27uvD¯2,4,4,4 − 638387717uvD¯3,4,4,549545216
−1021uvD¯3,4,5,4 − 4vD¯1,3,4,4 + 114vD¯1,3,5,5 − 114vD¯1,4,4,5 − 121vD¯1,4,5,6
+656082437vD¯2,3,4,57077888 − 27vD¯2,3,5,4 − 638387717vD¯2,3,5,649545216 − 638387717vD¯2,4,4,649545216
−638387717vD¯3,3,4,649545216 − 638387717vD¯3,3,5,549545216 (B.19)
= −267 v D¯1,3,4,4 + 114 v D¯1,3,5,5 − 514 v D¯1,4,4,5 − 121 v D¯1,4,5,6
+52 v D¯2,3,4,5 +
2
7 uv D¯2,4,4,4 +
5
21(1 + u− v)v D¯2,4,5,5 − 1021 uv D¯3,4,5,4 .
The first form is the raw form of the correlator as we computed it from the effective
supergravity Lagrangian. The second form is obtained by using D-function identities to
get rid of the big fractions.
〈3456〉 Following the decomposition in (4.6) we can write the result in terms of three
functions F1,2,3. From the supergravity computation we obtain the following complicated
– 35 –
results for them:
F1 = 67uv
2D¯2,5,5,4 − 514v
2(−2u+ v − 2)D¯2,5,6,5 + 6221uv
2D¯3,5,5,5 − 107 uv
2D¯3,5,6,4
− 6273235427uv
2D¯4,5,5,6
1167851520 −
55
24uv
2D¯4,5,6,5 +
(
3
8(u+ 1)v
2 − 6711179747v
3
1167851520
)
D¯3,5,6,6
− 12v2D¯1,4,5,4 + 314v
2D¯1,4,6,5 − 314v
2D¯1,5,5,5 − 17v
2D¯1,5,6,6 − 817 v
2D¯2,4,5,5
− 67v
2D¯2,4,6,4 − 13v
2D¯2,4,6,6 − 1342v
2D¯2,5,5,6 +
1
24v
2D¯2,5,6,7 +
51114399029v2D¯3,4,5,6
908328960
+ 1142v
2D¯3,4,6,5 − 6273235427v
2D¯3,4,6,7
1167851520 −
6273235427v2D¯3,5,5,7
1167851520 −
6273235427v2D¯4,4,5,7
1167851520
− 6273235427v
2D¯4,4,6,6
1167851520
,
(B.20)
F2 = 15(2u+ 2v − 1)D¯2,5,4,7 +
(53u
280 +
53v
280 −
10853512121
32699842560
)
D¯3,5,5,7 +
3
4uD¯2,5,3,6
− 35uD¯3,5,3,7 +
49
20uD¯3,5,4,6 −
83
70uD¯4,5,4,7 −
133254259uD¯4,5,5,6
934281216 −
1
4vD¯1,5,4,6
− 110vD¯1,5,5,7 −
7
40vD¯2,5,5,6 +
9
140vD¯2,5,6,7 −
133254259vD¯3,5,6,6
934281216 −
27
10D¯1,4,3,6
+ 14D¯1,4,4,7 −
3
4D¯2,4,3,7 −
12
7 D¯2,4,4,6 −
13
40D¯2,4,5,7 −
9
20D¯3,4,4,7 +
17159910329D¯3,4,5,6
3633315840
− 133254259D¯3,4,6,7934281216 −
133254259D¯4,4,5,7
934281216 −
133254259D¯4,4,6,6
934281216
(B.21)
F3 = 4325188189u
3D¯4,5,5,6
11678515200 +
4325188189u2vD¯3,5,6,6
11678515200
+
(
19181727883u2
81749606400 +
19
140u(v + 1)
)
D¯3,4,6,7 − 12369260683u
2D¯3,4,5,6
9083289600
+ 4325188189u
2D¯3,5,5,7
11678515200 +
4325188189u2D¯4,4,5,7
11678515200 +
4325188189u2D¯4,4,6,6
11678515200
− 314uvD¯2,4,6,6 +
3
28uvD¯2,5,6,7 −
3
20(u− 2(v + 1))D¯2,3,6,7 −
3
5uD¯2,3,5,6 −
47
140uD¯2,4,5,7
+ 39140uD¯3,3,5,7 +
48
35uD¯3,3,6,6 −
117
140uD¯4,3,6,7 −
1
10vD¯1,3,6,6 −
1
10vD¯1,4,6,7 − D¯1,2,5,6
+ 110D¯1,3,5,7 −
1
5D¯2,2,5,7 +
1
5D¯2,2,6,6 −
3
10D¯3,2,6,7.
(B.22)
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They can be simplified using D-function identities to get rid of the huge rationals. They
result in the following expressions:
F1 = −12 v2 D¯1,4,5,4 + 314 v
2 D¯1,4,6,5 − 314 v
2 D¯1,5,5,5 − 17 v
2 D¯1,5,6,6
+ 67 uv
2 D¯2,5,5,4 − 976 v
2 D¯2,4,5,5 − 67 v
2 D¯2,4,6,4 +
33
14 v
2 D¯2,4,6,6 − 1342 v
2 D¯2,5,5,6
+ 124 v
2 D¯2,5,6,7 +
1
21 v
2 (15u− 13v + 15)D¯2,5,6,5 + 328 v (7u+ 67v + 7)D¯3,4,5,6
+ 38 v(u− v + 1) D¯3,4,6,7 −
10
7 uv
2 D¯3,5,6,4 − 5524 uv
2 D¯4,5,6,5 − 38 v(u− v + 1) D¯3,5,5,7 ,
(B.23)
F2 = −14 v D¯1,5,4,6 −
1
10 v D¯1,5,5,7 −
27
10 D¯1,4,3,6 +
1
4 D¯1,4,4,7
+ 15 (2u+ 2v − 1) D¯2,5,4,7 +
3
4 u D¯2,5,3,6 −
7
40 v D¯2,5,5,6 +
9
140 v D¯2,5,6,7 −
3
4 D¯2,4,3,7
− 127 D¯2,4,4,6 −
13
40 D¯2,4,5,7 −
3
5 u D¯3,5,3,7 +
49
20 u D¯3,5,4,6 −
9
20 D¯3,4,4,7 +
963
280
+ 53280 (u+ v − 1) D¯3,5,5,7D¯3,4,5,6 −
83
70 u D¯4,5,4,7 ,
(B.24)
F3 = − 110 v D¯1,3,6,6 −
1
10 v D¯1,4,6,7 − D¯1,2,5,6 +
1
10 D¯1,3,5,7
− 314 uv D¯2,4,6,6 +
3
28 uv D¯2,5,6,7 −
3
5 u D¯2,3,5,6 −
47
140 u D¯2,4,5,7 −
1
5 D¯2,2,5,7 +
1
5 D¯2,2,6,6
+ 6935 u
2 D¯3,4,5,6 +
39
140 u D¯3,3,5,7 +
48
35 u D¯3,3,6,6 −
117
140 u D¯4,3,6,7 −
3
10 D¯3,2,6,7
− 320 (u− 2(v + 1)) D¯2,3,6,7 −
19
140 u(u− v − 1) D¯3,4,6,7 .
(B.25)
B.3 Free parts
In section 4 we have listed the interacting part of the correlators we have computed following
the decomposition in section 2. The complete correlator is the sum of a free and interacting
part, thus to express the full correlator we need to compute the free part in the planar
limit as well. As discussed in section 6 the correct free part is computed from extended
CPO’s which we denoted by O˜Ikk . As a reference and empirical evidence for the reader
concerning the effect of extendedness we list the planar limit of the free parts of all the
non-trivial four-point functions 〈k1k2k3k4〉 with ki 6 5 in table 2. When a difference exists
we list both the result for non-extended (upper part) and extended operators (lower part).
Although in principle one can use combinatorics to compute the planar limit of the free
part12 we have computed them using a straightforward implementation in Mathematica
of Wick contractions between scalars in N = 4 SYM using the formulae in [33], with the
exception of 〈5555〉 which we took from [7]. The correlators which are not listed vanish
identically.
12A hint of this fact can be found in the regularity of the appearing numbers: after factoring an overall
constant only simple integers remain.
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Correlator Planar free part coefficients 1
N2 {cal}
〈2222〉 {N2, 4, N2, 4, 4, N2}
〈2233〉 {0, 12, 0, 6, 6, N2}
〈2244〉 {16, 24, 16, 8, 8, N
2}
{ 0, 24, 0, 8, 8, N2}
〈2255〉 {30, 40, 30, 10, 10, N
2}
{ 0, 40, 0, 10, 10, N2}
〈2334〉
√
2{12, 12, 0, 12, 6, 0}√
2{ 0, 12, 0, 12, 6, 0}
〈2345〉
√
30{6, 6, 4, 4, 2, 0}√
30{0, 6, 0, 4, 2, 0}
〈2444〉
√
2{16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16}√
2{ 0, 16, 0, 16, 16, 0}
〈2455〉
√
2{30, 30, 30, 20, 20, 20}√
2{ 0, 30, 0, 20, 20, 0}
〈3333〉 {N2, 9, 9, N2, 9, 18, 9, 9, 9, N2}
〈3344〉 {0, 24, 24, 0, 12, 24, 12, 12, 12, N2}
〈3355〉 {30, 45, 45, 30, 15, 30, 15, 15, 15, N
2}
{ 0, 45, 45, 0, 15, 30, 15, 15, 15, N2}
〈3456〉 √10{0, 18, 18, 0, 12, 12, 6, 12, 6, 0}
〈3555〉
√
15{10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10}√
15{ 0, 10, 10, 0, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 0}
〈4444〉 {N2, 16, 16, 16, N2, 16, 32, 32, 16, 16, 32, 16, 16, 16, N2}
〈4455〉 {0, 40, 40, 40, 0, 20, 40, 40, 20, 20, 40, 20, 20, 20, N2}
〈5555〉 {N2, 25, 25, 25, 25, N2, 25, 50, 50, 50, 25, 25, 50, 50, 25, 25, 50, 25, 25, 25, N2}
Table 2: Free parts of all non-trivial four-point correlators with weights up to 5 and that of 〈3456〉
in the leading order of the planar limit, split to the coefficients in its decomposition (2.5) as a
list 1N2 {cal} with 1N2 factored out. If there is a difference between the correlator of non-extended
operators and that of the extended ones we list both results with the non-extended correlator
appearing first.
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